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10 Claims. (C. 30-228) 

This invention relates to power actuated or “boosted 
hand tools, and relates more particularly to fluid pres 
sure boosted or fluid pressure actuated shears or snips 
for cutting and trimming sheet metal and other sheet 
materials. 
Hand shears are used extensively to cut and trim sheet 

metal and in the final trimming operations the shears, 
as well as hand files, are resorted to to obtain the final 
accuracy. In the aircraft industry, and in other fields, 
thicker and harder sheet materials are being used to a 
greater extend and it is much more difficult to cut and 
trim such stock with hand shears or snips. It is espe 
cially difficult to follow a line with accuracy when cutting 
these thicker or harder sheets and much time and effort 
is expended in obtaining the required results. 

it is an object of the present invention to provide 
simple, practical, hand shears incorporating effective 
power booster means adapting the shears for the expedi 
tious cutting of sheet materials. The power booster 
means of the invention relieves the operator of exerting 
physical effort in the actual cutting of the stock, even 
thick, hard sheets, and therefore allows him to follow 
the cut or trim line with great accuracy. 

Another object of the invention is to provide snips 
or shears of this kind that are used and manipulated in 
the same manner as conventional hand shears, being 
compact and relatively light in weight for easy control, 
direction and overall handling. 
Another object of this invention is to provide snips 

or shears of this character wherein the power means or 
booster mechanism has an action closely and accurately 
following and conforming to the actual motion or action 
of the workman's hand so that the blades are operated 
and controlled by the workman in the same fashion as 
the blades of typical hand shears. 
Another object of the invention is to provide power 

actuated shears of this character incorporating a "feel' 
means offering a mild resistance to manual movement 
of the hand grip or handle so that the workman has a 
sense of feel of the cutting action, which means also 
serves to reduce or prevent over-travel of the shears. 
The “feel' means is a spring yieldingly urging both the 
thumb grip or handle and the control valve to their nor 
mal or idle positions so that when the physical force being 
exerted by the workman is relaxed or terminated the 
power operation and the cutting action are simultaneously 
terminated. This spring also operates to yieldingly hold 
the valve closed and the handle in its idle position when 
the tool is inactive. 
A further object of this invention is to provide a power 

actuated or booster hand tool of this kind in which the 
valving, porting, etc. are within or carried by the actuating 
piston which in turn is connected with the movable 
blade of the shears to operate the same. 

Other objectives and features of the invention will be 
come apparent from the following detailed description 
of a typical preferred embodiment illustrated in the draw 
ings in which: 
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Figure 1 is a side elevation of the shears of the inven 

tion with the cylinder, a portion of the cylinder piston 
and associated parts appearing in vertical cross section; 

Figure 2 is a top or plan view of the tool; 
Figure 3 is a front elevation of the tool with portions 

of the hand grip and handle broken away; 
Figure 4 is an enlarged fragmentary vertical sectional 

view taken substantially is indicated by line 4-4 on 
Figure 3; and 

Figures 5 and 6 are enlarged fragmentary detailed sec 
tional views taken substantially as indicated by lines 5-5 
and 6-6 respectively on Figure 3. 
The tool, as shown, includes a body S6 having a hand 

grip 11 on one end and a relative stationary blade 12 on 
its forward end. The major portion of the body 20 is in 
the nature of a cylinder having a fore and aft cylinder 
bore or opening 3. The grip i? is adapted to receive the 
fingers of the workman's hand, as illustrated in Figure 1, 
and is centrally positioned in a vertical plane at the rear 
end of the body 6. The relatively stationary blade 12 
is carried on an arm 24 projecting forwardly from the 
body 0. The arm 14 is attached to the underside of the 
body by bolts 15, or the like, and may if desired be in 
tegral with the blade 12. As shown in Figures 1 and 2, 
the blade 12 is spaced forwardly and slightly below the 
tool body to be conveniently engaged under the work W. 
It is preferred to provide the tool body 10 with one or 
more additional handles or grips to facilitate manual 
manipulation of the device. I have shown two horizontal 
sockets 16 projecting laterally from the body 10 ad 
jacent its forward end and a hand bar 7 adapted to be 
removably screw-threaded in either socket, as desired. 
It will be seen how the workman, by engaging one hand in 
the grip and by grasping the bar 87, may conveniently 
support and direct the tool. 
The snips or shears embody a second or relatively 

movable active blade 8 pivotally associated with the 
relatively stationary blade 12 by a hinge pin or screw 20. 
The blades 2 and 8 are shaped and related to coact in 
the manner of conventional shear blades and may pref 
erably be provided with hardened and ground active 
blade inserts or faces 28. The relatively movable blade 
18 has a lever arm 22 projecting upwardly with respect 
to the hinge screw 29 to have its upper end at or aligned 
with the central longitudinal axis of the cylinder opening 
E3. As shown in Figure 1, the blade 2 may engage un 
der the work W with the blade 8 above the work so 
that upon forward pivoting of the lever arm 22 the blades 
cooperate in cutting or shearing the work. 
The power booster or power actuating means of the 

tool is operable to actuate or pivot the arm 22 of the 
relatively movable blade 8 under the precise control of 
the workman or operator. The power actuating means 
is fluid pressure actuated and is preferably a pneumati 
cally operated cylinder and piston device comprising a 
piston 25 operable in the cylinder opening 13. The head 
of the piston 25 has an annular groove containing a seal 
ring 26 having sliding sealing engagement with the Wall 
of the cylinder bore 13. The piston 25 is actuated or 
urged rearwardly by a spring 27 arranged in the cylinder 
under compression between the piston head and a cap or 
internal collar 28 threaded in the forward end of the 
cylinder opening. The piston 25 passes through the 
collar 28 with considerable clearance, as shown at 29, 
and in the preferred construction the seal ring 26 is an 
O ring or is otherwise shaped to have line contact with 
the wall of the cylinder opening 13. This arrangement 
allows the piston 25 to find its own center and to have 
limited tilting or angular movement in the cylinder, the 
seal ring 26 forming a fulcrum for such movement. 
The forward lower portion of the piston 25 is notched 
or cut-away to leave a forwardly facing shoulder 31 
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engageable with the collar 23 to limit forward travel of 
the piston and thus prevent excessive compression of the 
Spring 27. An operative connection is provided between 
the forward end of the piston 25 and the arm 22 of the 
movable blade 8. In practice, this connection may com 
prise a fork or yoke 32 having a stud 33 threaded in a 
central longitudinal bore 34 in the piston 25. The upper 
end of the blade arm 22 is received in the yoke 32 and 
is operatively connected with the yoke by a pivot pin 35. 
It will be seen how fore and aft movement of the piston 
25 actuates and retracts the blade 18. 

It is a feature that the porting and valving for control 
ling operation of the piston 25 is carried in the piston 
itself. The air under pressure for actuating the tool may 
be supplied by a flexible line or hose 36 having an 
fitting 37 communicating with a port 38 in the forward 
end of the piston, see Figure 6. The port 38 extends 
tangentially to an axial port or passage 39 which, in turn, 
is joined by a transverse passage 40. The passage 40 
leads to the above mentioned axial bore or opening 34. 
This bore 34, which has its forward end closed by the 
stud 33 extends to the inner or rear end of the piston 25 
to connhunicate with the cylinder 3. A valve 42 is 
provided in the passage 39 to control the flow of actuat 
ing fluid pressure through the port or passage system 
just described and to permit the exhausting of pressure 
from the cylinder 13 and thus allow return or retrograde 
movement of the piston 25 by the action of the spring 27. 
The valve 42 is arranged between and is cooperable with 
two spaced opposed valve seats 43 and 44 threaded or 
otherwise secured in the passage 39. The valve seat 43 
faces forwardly or toward the forward end of the piston 
25 and the valve 42 has a pointed or conical end cooper 
able therewith to close off or prevent the flow of air 
under pressure through the passage system into the cylin 
der 13. The valve seat 44 faces rearwardly and has a 
central bore or opening 45 leading from the passage 40 
to the atmosphere. The valve 42 is shaped to cooperate 
with the seat 44 to close of the passage 45 and thus 
prevent the discharge of air pressure from the cylinder 3 
to the atmosphere. A stern 46 on the valve 42 extends 
forwardly through the passage 45 with considerable clear 
ance to project from the forward end of the piston. 25. 
As shown in Figures 4 and 5, the valve 42 is propor 
tioned so that it leaves the passage 45 open when engaged 
on the seat 43. Conversely, when the valve 42 is urged 
against the seat 44 by the action of the actuating air 
pressure, and thus closes the passage 45, the air under 
pressure may flow through the passages 33, 39, 40 and 34 
into the cylinder 3. Furthermore, as seen in Figure 6, 
the valve 42 may assume an intermediate position where 
it is spaced clear of both seats 43 and 44. 
The means for controlling or operating the valve 42 

and thus controlling operation of the shear blade 9 
includes a stem or rod 50 slidable longitudinally in a guide 
opening 5i in the upper portion of the tool body A9. A 
thumb grip 52 is provided on the rear end of the rod 50 to 
receive the thumb of the workman, as illustrated in Figure 
1. An ... shaped arm or plate 53 is attached to the for 
ward end of the slide rod 50 to be spaced in front of 
the projecting piston 25. The rear face of the plate 53 
is engageable with the forward end of the valve stem 
46. Spring means is provided to urge the plate 53 and rod 
50 rearwardly to actuate the valve 42 toward or against 
the seat 43 and to impart a sense of “feel' to the oper 
ator's thumb engaged in the grip 52. As shown in Figure 
5, a spring 54 is arranged under compression between the 
front of the plate 53 and a washer 55 which bears against 
the head of a screw or stud 36 on the piston 25. The 
stud 56 passes through an opening 57 in the plate 53 
to assist in guiding the plate and to prevent angular or 
rotary incveinent of the plate and slide rod 50. The 
spring 54 is sufficiently strong to resist the action of the 
actuating air under pressure and hold the valve 42 closed 
against the Seat 43 and to return the valve to this posi 
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4 
tion when the workman's forward pressure is removed 
from the grip 52. The workman of course may readily 
exert Sufficient forward pressure on the grip 52 to move 
the red 56 and plate forwardly against the action of the 
spring 54 to permit opening of the valve 42 and thus al 
low actuating air under pressure to flow into the cylinder 
3 to actuate the blade 8. Since the spring 54 at all 

times yieldingly resists forward movement of the grip 
52 the workman senses the action of the valve 42 and 
therefore the action of the shear blade 8. 

It is believed that the operation of the tool will be 
readily understood from the foregoing detailed descrip 
tion. Assuming that air under pressure is supplied to the 
hose or line 36 and assuming that the blades 2 and 8 
are in operative relation to the work W the cperator or 
workman merely engages his fingers through the handle 
33 and his thumb through the grip 52 and actuates the 
grip and rod 59 forwardly to produce actuation of the 
shears. Upon Such forward movement of the rod 50 the 
air under pressure in the passage 39 opens the valve 42 
to an extent proportional to the forward advance of the 
rod 58 and plate 53 and actuating air under pressure is 
admitted through the passages 40 and 34 to the cylinder 
3. This actuates cr moves the piston 25 forwardly and 

causes the blade 28 to be actuated toward the relatively 
stationary blade 2 to cut the work W. It is to be par 
ticularly noted that the extent of actuation of the blade 
E8 is determined solely by the extent of movement of the 
grip 52. Thus if the grip 52 is advanced only a short 
distance the piston 25 is moved a proportionate distance 
by the above described action until the valve 42 assumes 
a position spaced between the seats 43 and 44 so that 
the actuating air under pressure escapes through the port 
45 at the same rate as it enters through seat (33. Under 
this condition the air pressure in the cylinder 3 merely 
balances the action of the spring 27 allowing the piston 
25 and blade 18 to remain stationary. Thus since the 
valve 42 and the porting and passage systern are carried 
by the piston 25 itself there is a follow-up action and 
balancing action which prevents over-travel of the blade 
28 and assures that blade operation is accurately govern 
able by movement of the operator's grip 52. Following 
actuation of the blade 8 the operator merely relaxes his 
forward pressure on the grip 52 and the spring 54 moves 
the plate 53, rod 5) and grip 52 rearwardly. Such rear 
ward movement allows the valve 42 to close against the 
seat 43 and to move away from the seat 44 so that the 
air under pressure in the cylinder 3 is free to exhaust 
through the passage 45 to the atmosphere. This allows 
the spring 27 to return the piston 25 to its initial position 
and to open the blade 18, the plate 53 and rod 50 return 
ing rearwardly with the piston. It is to be understood 
that the blade 8 may be operated, as above described, 
to any intermediate or partially operated position and 
partially returned, such actions being dependent entirely 
upon the workman's movement and positioning of the 
grip 52. It is to be noted that the piston 25 provided 
with the single "fulcrum' seal ring 26 and freely passing 
through the opening 29 may rock or tilt to a limited ex 
tent due to the arcuate movement of the pivot pin 35 
during actuation of the blade 18, avoiding any frictional 
or binding action. 
Having described only typical forms of the invention 

I do not wish to be limited to the specific details here 
in set forth, but wish to reserve to myself any variations 
or modifications that may appear to those skilled in the 
art and fall within the scope of the following claims. 

claim: 
1. A tool of the character described comprising a 

cylinder, a pair of cooperable cutting blades, one being 
relatively fixed the other being pivoted, a piston operable 
in the cylinder and connected with the pivoted blade to 
actuate the same, a port system in the piston for receiving 
actuating fluid pressure and having a passage leading 
to the cylinder and a passage leading to the atmosphere, 
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a valve in the piston passage system, the piston and valve 
being relatively movable between a first relative position 
where the valve prevents the flow of actuating pressure to 
the cylinder and puts the cylinder in communication with 
the passage leading to the atmosphere, and a second rela 
tive position where the valve permits the flow of actuating 
pressure to the cylinder and closes said passage leading to 
the atmosphere, and manually operable means for moving 
the valve relative to the piston to the second position and 
for restraining the valve against movement when the 
piston moves said other blade toward the active position. 

2. A tool of the character described comprising a cylin 
der, a pair of cooperable cutting blades, one being rela 
tively fixed the other being pivoted, a piston operable in 
the cylinder and connected with the pivoted blade to 
actuate the same, means urging the piston and pivoted 
blade to inactive positions, a port system in the piston for 
receiving actuating fluid pressure and having a passage 
leading to the cylinder and a passage leading to the 
atmosphere, a valve in the piston passage system, the 
piston and valve being relatively movable between a first 
relative position where the valve prevents the flow of 
actuating pressure to the cylinder and puts the cylinder in 
communication with the passage leading to the atmo 
sphere, and a second relative position where the valve 
permits the flow of actutating pressure to the cylinder and 
closes said passage leading to the atmosphere, a movable 
member engageable with the valve and manually operable 
to allow the valve to move relative to the piston to said 
second relative position so that the piston is moved by 
the fluid pressure to actuate the pivoted blade, and means 
yieldingly urging the member toward the valve so that 
actuation of the blade is terminated when such move 
ment of the piston brings the valve into engagement with 
the member. 

3. A tool of the character described comprising a pair 
of cooperable blades, one blade being pivoted relative 
to the other, actuating means including two elements, one 
a cylinder, the other a piston, one element being relatively 
stationary, the other being movable, an operative con 
nection between the movable element and the pivoted 
blade whereby the latter is operable by the former, a 
system of communicating passages in the movable elle 
ment including an inlet passage receiving actuating fluid. 
pressure, a cylinder passage leading to the cylinder and 
an exhaust port, a valve in said system movable relative 
to the movable element between a first position where it 
closes said inlet passage and the exhaust port is open and 
a second position where it closes the exhaust port and the 
inlet passage is open to the cylinder passage, and a 
manually movable member cooperable with the valve to 
hold it in said first position and movable to allow the 
valve to assume the second position until resulting move 
ment of the movable element by the pressure admitted 
to the cylinder brings the valve to said first relative posi 
tion to terminate such movement of the movable element. 

4. A tool of the character described comprising a pair 
of cooperable blades, one blade being pivoted relative to 
the other, actuating means including two elements, one 
a cylinder, the other a piston, one element being relative 
ly stationary, the other being movable, an operative con 
nection between the movable element and the pivoted 
blade whereby the later is operable by the former, a 
system of communicating passages in the movable elle 
ment including an inlet passage receiving actuating fluid 
pressure, a cylinder passage leading to the cylinder and 
an exhaust port, a valve in said system movable relative 
to the movable element between a first position where 
it closes said inlet passage and the exhaust port is open 
and a second position where it closes the exhaust port 
and the inlet passage is open to the cylinder passage, a 
manually movable member cooperable with the valve to 
hold it in said first position and movable to allow the 
valve to assume the second position until resulting move 
ment of the movable element by the pressure admitted to 
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6 
the cylinder brings the valve to said first relative posi 
tion to terminate such movement of the movable ele 
ment, and means reacting between the movable element 
and said member yieldingly resisting movement of the 
member and movement of the valve from said position. 

5. A tool of the character described comprising a body, 
a hand grip on the body, a pair of cooperable blades car 
ried by the body, one blade being pivoted relative to the 
other, actuating means including two elements, one a cyl 
inder, the other a piston, one element being relatively sta 
tionary, the other being movable, an operative connection 
between the movable element and the pivoted blade where 
by the latter is operable by the former, a system of com 
municating passages in the movable element including an 
inlet passage receiving actuating fiuid pressure, a cylinder 
passage leading to the cylinder and an exhaust port, a 
valve in said system movable relative to the movable elle 
ment between a first position where it closes said inlet pas 
Sage and the exhaust port is open and a second position 
where it closes the exhaust port and the inlet passage is 
open to the cylinder passage, a movable member carried 
by the body and engageable with the valve to hold it in 
said first position, a thumb grip on the member whereby 
the operator may move the member to allow movement 
of the valve to the second position by the fluid pressure 
in the inlet passage, and spring means resisting such move 
ment of the member so as to normally hold the valve in 
said first position. 

6. A tool of the character described comprising a body, 
a hand grip on the body, a pair of cooperable blades car 
ried by the body, one blade being pivoted relative to the 
other, actuating means including two elements, one a cyl 
inder, the other a piston, one element being relatively sta 
tionary, the other being movable, an operative connection 
between the movable element and the pivoted blade where 
by the latter is operable by the former, a system of com 
municating passages in the movable element including an 
inlet passage receiving actuating fluid pressure, a cylinder 
passage leading to the cylinder and an exhaust port, a 
valve in said system movable relative to the movable elle 
ment between a first position where it closes said inlet pas 
sage and the exhaust port is open and a second position 
where it closes the exhaust port and the inlet passage is 
open to the cylinder passage, a spring yieldingly urging 
the elements to the relative positions where the pivoted 
blade is in the inactive position, a movable member carried 
by the body and engageable with the valve to hold it in 
said first position, a thumb grip on the member whereby 
the operator may move the member to allow movement 
of the valve to the second position by the fluid pressure 
in the inlet passage, and spring means resisting such move 
ment of the member so as to normally hold the valve in 
said first position. 

7. A tool of the character described comprising a body, 
a pair of cooperable blades carried by the body, one 
blade being pivoted relative to the other, actuating means 
including two elements, one a cylinder, the other a pis 
ton, one element being relatively stationary, the other 
being movable, an operative connection between the mov 
able element and the pivoted blade whereby the latter is 
operable by the former, a spring urging the elements to 
the relative positions where the pivoted blade is in the 
inactive position, a system of communicating passages in 
the movable element including an inlet passage receiving 
actuating fluid pressure, a cylinder passage leading to the 
cylinder and an exhaust port, a first valve seat in the inlet 
passage, a second valve seat in the exhaust port, the seats 
being in spaced opposed relation, a valve arranged be 
tween the seats, the movable element and valve being re 
lated for relative movement so that the valve may assume 
a first relative position where it engages the first seat so 
that the spring holds the pivoted blade in the inactive 
position and a second position where it engages the second 
seat to admit actuating pressure to the cylinder to actuate 
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the pivoted blade, and a member manually movable on 
the body engaging the valve to hold it in the first position 
and movable to allow the valve to be moved to the second 
position by the fluid pressure. 

8. A tool of the character described comprising a body, 
a pair of cooperable blades carried by the body, one blade 
being pivoted relative to the other, actuating means on the 
body including two elements, one a cylinder the other a 
piston, one element being relatively stationary, the other 
being movable, an operative connection between the mov 
able element and the pivoted blade whereby the latter is 
operable by the former, a spring urging the elements to 
the relative positions where the pivoted blade is in the 
inactive position, a system of communicating passages in 
the movable element including an inlet passage receiving 
actuating fluid pressure, a cylinder passage leading to the 
cylinder and an exhaust port, a first valve seat in the inlet 
passage, a second valve seat in the exhaust port, the seats 
being in spaced opposed relation, a valve arranged be 
tween the seats, the movable element and waive being re 
lated for relative movement so that the valve may assume 
a first relative position where it engages the first seat so 
that the spring holds the pivoted blade in the inactive 
position and a second position where it engages the Second 
seat to admit actuating pressure to the cylinder to actuate 
the pivoted blade, a stem on the valve projecting axiaiiy 
from an end of the movable element, and a manually 
novable member on the body engaging the stem to hold 
the valve in the first position and movable axially outward 
to allow the valve to move to the second position. 

9. A tool of the character described comprising a body, 
a pair of cooperable blades carried by the body, one blade 
being pivoted relative to the other, actuating means on the 
body including two elements, one a cylinder, the other a 
piston, one element being relatively stationary, the other 
being movable, an operative connection between the mov 
able element and the pivoted blade whereby the latter is 
operable by the former, a spring urging the elements to 
the relative positions where the pivoted blade is in the 
inactive position, a system of communicating passages in 
the movable element including an inlet passage receiving 
actuating fluid pressure, a cylinder passage leading to the 
cylinder and an exhaust port, a first valve seat in the inlet 
passage, a second valve seat in the exhaust port, the seats 
being in spaced opposed relation, a valve arranged be 
tween the seats, the movable element and valve being re 
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8 
lated for relative movement whereby the valve may as 
sume a first relative position where it engages the first seat 
so that the spring holds the pivoted blade in the inactive 
position and a second position where itengages the second 
seat to admit actuating pressure to the cylinder to actuate 
the pivoted blade, a stem on the valve projecting axially 
from an end of the movable element, and a manually mov 
able member on the body engaging the stem to hold the 
valve in the first position and movable axially outward to 
allow the valve to move to the second position, and a 
Spring reacting between the movable element and the 
member urging the latter against the stem to hold the valve 
in the first position. 

10. A tool of the character described comprising a 
pair of cooperable blades, one blade being pivoted rela 
tive to the other, actuating means including two ele 
ments, one a cylinder, the other a piston, one element 
being relatively stationary, the other being movable, an 
operative connection between the movable element and 
the pivoted blade whereby the latter is operable by the 
former, a system of communicating passages in the mov 
able element including an inlet passage receiving actuat 
ing fluid pressure, a cylinder passage leading to the cyl 
inder and an exhaust port, a valve in said system mov 
able relative to the movable element between a first po 
sition where it closes said inlet passage and the exhaust 
port is open and a second position where it closes the 
exhaust port and the inlet passage is open to the cylinder 
passage, a manually movable member cooperable with 
the valve to hold it in said first position and movable to 
allow the valve to assume the second position until re 
sulting movement of the movable element by the pres 
sure admitted to the cylinder brings the valve to said first 
relative position to terminate such movement of the mov 
able element, and means reacting between the movable 
element and said member yieldingly resisting movement of 
the member and movement of the valve from said first 
position, the valve being shaped and proportioned so as 
to assume a position intermediate said first and second 
positions to allow flow through the inlet passage and the 
exhaust port and thereby maintain the pivoted blade in 
an intermediate position when movement of the movable 
element closes with the pivoted blade in a desired posi 
tion. 

No references cited. 


